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Abstract 
The study programme of forest sciences was established at the University of 
Freiburg in 1920 - the main reason named for the choice of Freiburg was the 
diversity of forests around the city, which would serve for leaming in the forests as 
well as for research. These forests today mostly belong to the City of Freiburg and 
the State of Baden-Württemberg. The forests closest to the university may be 
accessed on foot, by bicycle or tram. 
The forests around Freiburg are suitable for leaming experiences in virtually all 
subjects of the forest related study programmes and have been extensively used all 
the time. Good relationships have been maintained between the staff of the forest 
management and the teaching personnel of the university. 
lt is concluded that for in-forest leaming it does not necessarily need university 
owned forests. 
Examples for personal experience of the author as student and as teacher are 
presented, including courses from the fields of forest utilization, forest work science 
and forest road construction as well as the ESPRO (First-Semester-Project). 
Keywords: University of Freiburg, history of higher forest education, in-forest 
education, teaching staff. 
Historical background 
The first professor for forestry at the University of Freiburg was Johann Jakob 
Trunk, from 1787 to 1792. Afterwards forestry courses were held at different places 
in parts of Central and South-Westem Germany, which today belong to the states of 
Hessen and Baden-Württemberg (Hildebrandt, 1971). Nearly 100 years ago higher 
forestry education was newly established at the University of Freiburg, as described 
by Hildebrandt (1971) on the occasion of the 50-years-anniversary of forestry 
education and research, and later in his dissertation by Lickleder (2009). When 
merging the earlier study programmes from Tübingen and Karlsruhe, there was 
some argument about the appropriate new location. The main reason for the final 
decision for Freiburg, apart from political considerations, was the great variety of 
site conditions and forest stands around the city (Mantel and Botter, 1957). 
The broad range of sites begins in the west in the Rhine valley with a climate and 
soil suitable for wine growing, which was done since Roman times, and includes 
the mountain of Kaiserstuhl with its volcanic past and soils, the warmest regions in 
Germany with plants otherwise only growing in the Mediterranean area. In a semi­
circle east of the city of Freiburg the Schwarzwald (Black Forest) extends from 
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moderate elevations around the city up to the peak areas of the mountains 
Schauinsland and Feldberg with elevations well above 1000 m a.s.1. 
Utilization of the forests has been connected with the history of the city of Freiburg 
for nearly 1000 years. W ood was needed for silver mining; fuelwood and 
construction timber was transported to Freiburg from the Black Forest by water, the 
facilities used for it are still traceable. The Gothic cathedral still has the original 
wooden roof frame from medieval ages. 
The forests around Freiburg 
The forests around Freiburg have been used for in-forest education from the 
beginning ofhigher forestry education in Freiburg, and they still are. The forests are 
owned today on one hand by the state of Baden-Württemberg, on the other hand 
smaller and larger forests are privately owned or municipal. The forest owned by 
the City ofFreiburg is situated around the city, from the Rhine valley up to the 1253 
m of the mountain Schauinsland, and has a size of more than 5200 ha, more 
information online as "facts about the forests" (Waldfakten: Anon., no year). The 
forests closest to the university may be accessed on foot, by bicycle or tram, as the 
participants of the excursion on foot on the occasion of the SIL VA Network 
conference 2007 experienced. 
University-owned Mathislewald 
There is also a forest of 112 ha owned by the university through the Müller­
Fahnenberg Foundation, named Mathislewald (Simon and Reif, 1998), and another 
forest patch of 15 ha. The Mathislewald was inherited by the university in the 1950s 
and is today managed and used by the Faculty ofForestry respectively its successor, 
the Faculty of Environment and Natural Resources (unr, no year a)). The forest is 
situated between 880 and 950 m a.s.1., with a potential natural tree vegetation 
dominated by beech and fir and some spruce and sycamore maple. A creek is 
flowing through the forest and there is an artificial pond of 1,9 ha. 
Mathisle-Mühle and SILVA Network 
In the Mathislewald there is a building in traditional Black Forest style, with a tiled 
stove, from the 18th century, Mathisle-Mühle (Photo 1), earlier a water-driven mill 
(unr, no year b)). Today it is renovated and contains a seminar room and sleeping 
rooms for up to 19 persons. lt is primarily used for seminars within the study 
programmes of forestry, but also of geo sciences and medicine. There are clear 
priorities, next to use for teaching it may be rented privately by faculty members. 
The Mathisle-Mühle is also connected to the history of SIL VA Network, as in 1992 
one of the early annual meetings took place in this building. The organizer Pieter 
Schmidt, the then president, and the author took part. 
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Photo 1: Mathisle-Mühle in 1970 (Photo S. Lewark) 
Higher Forestry Education Courses held in Freiburg's forests 
The different disciplines today use the forests around Freiburg to varying degrees 
and in different ways, for course work, excursions and demonstrations as well as for 
theses on Bachelor, Master and Doctor level. 
At the excursion during SIL VA Network conference of 2007 in Freiburg the First­
Semester-Project (ESPRO) was presented, like it was conducted in many years in 
the forest of the city (Photo 2). There is a report on ESPRO in the proceedings of 
the Valencia annual conference 2006 (Lewark et al., 2007). The three-weeks project 
was started in 2002 and after the implementation of the Bologna structures included 
within several Bachelor and Master programmes at the faculty. ESPRO always 
starts with an orienting forest excursion where a broad range of issues from a 
variety of study subjects will be brought up and elaborated in group work. lt is not a 
presentation of teachers' views but a presentation of problems in the forest with the 
challenge for the students to find possible answers, according to their pre­
knowledge and experience. Quite a number of them have pre-university experiences 
in forestry. 
Course work in Mathislewald in the natural sciences disciplines within the forestry 
programmes have been described by Simon and Reif (1998). Descriptions of all 
courses with their in-forest parts have been included in the course catalogues of the 
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forest sciences curriculum of 1995<, thereafter in the course catalogues of the 
multitude of Bachelor and Master programmes, which were introduced according to 
the Bologna process. The guide of the current teaching modules are available online 
(unr, no year c). 
Photo 2: ESPRO-Excursion 2006: last information before swarming out for group tasks (Photo: S. 
Lewark) 
Courses of forest utilization, forest road construction and forest work science 
My own first leaming experiences as a forestry student 50 years ago in the forests 
around Freiburg are still well remembered, starting with e.g. plant collecting for a 
herbarium and classification of plant societies, insects and soil types, of course 
accompanied and followed by many individual forest visits, and many visits to 
Mathisle-Mühle, as responsible student (Hüttenwart). 
As a teacher I participated, except for ESPRO, in the courses of forest utilization, 
forest road construction and forest work science. Compact courses in these fields 
have been presented at the SILV A Network annual conference in Bern (Lewark, 
2016), including more detailed descriptions of a course of forest road construction 
and one from forest work science. While the courses of forest utilization were 
offered already in the 1970s, the courses of forest work science started with the 
study programme of 1995. Following the idea ofleaming by doing stress and strain 
is assessed with students e.g. pruning forest trees, carrying out and evaluating time 
studies. 
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The compact courses in forest road construction were started even earlier, by 
Steinlin in Mathislewald, where planning was trained using the same road several 
times. Later a project approach was established (Becker, 1986): "a task from 
practical forestry is performed ... : the planning of a forest road to be constructed 
later based on the project results from the course. Forest roads built after earlier 
courses [are] visited during the course, in order to demonstrate the practical 
relevance of the task and to help students to imagine the path from their project 
work to future realisation." (Lewark, 2016). 
Cooperation with forest management staff 
In many cases course work, assignments and excursions are held or supervised by 
the staff of the university only. In other cases there is more or less intensive 
cooperation with the staff members from forestry and also from nearby wood 
industry, including providing data or demonstrations. 
Staff of forest management in state forests or city forests may be selected with 
respect to interest in this cooperation. Often graduates try to get employment in the 
vicinity of Freiburg, especially after doctoral dissertations in cooperation between 
science and practice. 
Cooperation with the Forest Research Institute Baden-Württemberg 
Same especially qualified forestry professionals continue with scientific work, 
especially in the Forest Research Institute Baden-Württemberg (Versuchs- und 
Forschungsanstalt Baden-Württemberg, FVA), and some are habilitated by the 
university. After additional years of scientific work and publications those may get 
the degree of extemal professors and then are regularly involved in teaching, with a 
limited number of teaching hours. 
Experiences and Conclusions 
There are many courses in the study programmes which include in-forest teaching 
and leaming parts. In-forest leaming in the forest related study programmes of the 
University of Freiburg to a great extent relies on the forests around the city. The 
university owns only a small forest itself through a foundation. Otherwise the 
forests used are municipal, private or state owned. 
Access to the forests does not pose problems. If data on stands, operations or 
management decisions are needed, or other background information from the forest 
management staff, or demonstrations of forest operations, all is provided, within 
reasonable limits. There are in general good personal relationships between 
university and forest management staff, certainly partly because many practitioners 
who have graduated at the university purposefully and successfully tried to get 
positions in the vicinity of the university. 
The experiences in Freiburg's forests demonstrate, that it does not necessarily need 
university owned forests for extensive and fruitful in-forest leaming. But in any 
case, it needs accessible forests. 
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